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ABSTRACT
The tremendous technological advances that have
permeated all human sciences and all daily life,
especially in the medical field, many assistive
technologies have been developed in the care of patients
in hospitals. This technology has greatly helped to
reduce the mortality resulting from the delayed
provision of assistance to patients and critical cases; the
nurse call system technology was one of the systems
that marked a major shift in the organization of medical
care in hospitals in general and in emergency and
emergency care departments in particular. Which has
had a significant impact on the reduction in mortality
rates in hospitals and the rescue of critical cases and
avoid the causes of delayed follow-up cases and prevent
Vitality, which contributed to the ease of monitoring of
the patient's case in his request for help and immediate
response to call as soon as possible, and helped in the
process The administrative control for medical staff,
especially nurses, by informing them clearly and
urgently about the patient's need for precise
technological means. He also actively contributed to
providing the best types of health care and minimizing
concerns about the lack of interest by the medical staff
working and Tranquility patients and their families,
given the importance of mainstreaming such a system in
hospitals and health centers, we find that the major
interest in Sudan does not amount to the extent of its
importance and the urgent necessity. This paper
examines the importance of this system and explains in
practical terms how to create and design this system by
simulation. It also provides a comprehensive
explanation of the components of the system, its design,
and its work. The results of this research show the
practical application of this system.
Keywords—Atmega 32; Buzzer; Call Point; Intercall
Display Unit; Jack socket

I.INTRODUCTION
Early electrical systems featured a large phone with a
button for patients to press if they wished help. This
measured a buzzer to alert workers. This was little doubt
adequate for Nightingale wards and bigger hospital
bays, wherever workers had an honest read of patients,
however, because the clinical atmosphere evolved, and
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wards were divided into smaller bed bays, thus came the
requirement for an amendment of direction. By the
Eighties bell and buzzer systems had been replaced with
silicon chip based mostly technology, that wasn't
dependent on relays and had the good thing about
having no moving components, providing larger
dependability at a reduced value. This evolution was far
better for patients, too. With a system of over door
lights, workers wouldn't solely recognize once a patient
was in want of help, however, may follow the sunshine
to the individual bed bay. however, the third and
doubtless most revolutionary development came with
the arrival of net Protocol (IP) systems, that have
enabled, not solely enhancements to the underlying
technology of nurse decision systems, however
additionally their integration into trendy internet-based
technologies. chatting with BBH on, Phil Wade, sales
director at nurse decision provider, Static Systems
cluster (SSG), said: “Although the basic needs for nurse
decision systems haven't modified since the first
Nineteen Sixties, it's AN atmosphere that has had
immense amendment thrust upon it from a spread of
sources as well as government initiatives, new
technologies and dynamic medical practices. “In the
Nineteen Sixties, nurse decision was based mostly upon
electro-mechanical relays that were large, big-ticket and
vulnerable to failure [1].
However, on came the thyristor, in essence, a „static
switch‟, that modified nurse decision radically and have
become the most part of the new electronic systems being
developed. “Some alternative key developments that
quickly followed enclosed the introduction of further
facilities wherever, as an example, radio sound was
controlled by the patient hand unit to supplement the
straightforward „pear push‟ button. This was the forerunner
to several future further facilities controlled from the side.”
What accustomed be straightforward nurse decision
handsets will currently do a spread of alternative things, as
well as area and bed lighting, management of TV or radio,
and additionally window blinds and heating. Significantly,
these processed systems can even keep a log of activity,
providing AN audit path of the nurse decision facility and
response times for internal control functions [2].
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Laws and Regulation: Laws in most places need that a
decision button should be in reach of the patient in any
respect times as an example within the patient‟s bed or on
the table. It‟s essential to patients in emergencies. There
also are laws that modify by location setting the number of
your time during which workers should reply to a decision.
It‟s the responsibility of nursing workers to clarify to the
patients that they need a decision button and to show them
the way to use it. Some patients develop the habit of
overusing a decision button. This may lead workers to
frustration, alarm fatigue, up to and together with ignoring
or disregard less the patient's calls or not taking them
terribly seriously. "Alarm fatigue" refers to the response or lack of it - of nurses to over a dozen forms of alarms that
may sound many times every day - and lots of these calls
square measure false alarms. Workers cannot ignore such
calls, as doing therefore violates the law in most places.
Sometimes, psychological state professionals can work
with such patients so as to curtail their use of the button to
serious would like [3].
A nurse decision button may be a button found around
a single bed that enables patients in health care settings
to alert a nurse or alternative health care employee
remotely of their would like for facilitating. Once the
button is ironed, a proof alerts workers at the nurse's
station, and typically, a nurse or nurse assistant
responds to such a decision. Some systems additionally
permit the patient to talk on to the staffer; others
merely beep or buzz at the station, requiring a staff
member to really visit the patient's area to see the
patient's wants [4].
The call button provides the subsequent advantages to
patients: Enables a patient World Health Organization
is confined to bed and has no alternative approach of
the act with workers to alert a nurse of the necessity for
any variety of help. Enables a patient World Health
Organization is in a position to urge out of bed, except
for whom this might be venturesome, exhausting, or
otherwise tough to alert a nurse of the necessity for any
variety of help. Provides the patient associate enhanced
sense of security. The call button can even be utilized
by a health care employee already with the patient to
incorporate another once such help is required, guests
to incorporate assistance on behalf of the patient [5].
II. METHODOLOGY
In this application, we simulated the Nurse Call
System using the Proteus simulation program, through
the tools provided by this program; we performed a
complete simulation of each part of the Nurse Call
System by default.In this section, will define and
detail each part of the Nurse Call System that was
supposedly designed by the proteus program .
Microcontroller - at mega 32 : Atmega32 possesses
forty pins, 2 for Power (pin no.10: +5v, pin no. 11:
ground), 2 for generator (pin twelve, 13), one for reset
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(pin 9), 3 for providing necessary power and reference
voltage to its internal ADC, and thirty two (4×8) I/O
pins. It is capable of handling analogue inputs. Port A
is often used as either DIGITAL I/O Lines or every
individual pin are often used as one input channel to
the inner ADC of ATmega32, and a combine of pins
AREF, AVCC & GND (refer to ATmega32 datasheet)
along will create associate degree ADC channel.
ATmega32 has thirty two pins (4portsx8pins)
configurable as Digital I/O pins, three intrinsically
timer/counters, 2 eight bit (timer0, timer2) and one
sixteen bit (timer1). ATmega32 has 3 knowledge
transfer modules embedded in it. They are Two Wire
Interface. USART. Serial Peripheral Interface [6].

Figure (1): Atmega 32 circuit diagram
ULN2003A: The ULN2003A is associate array of
seven NPN Darlington transistors capable of 5
hundred mA, fifty V output. It choices commoncathode fly back diodes for modification inductive
tons of. it‟ll are out there in PDIP, SOIC, SOP or
TSSOP packaging.[1][2] inside identical family are
ULN2002A, ULN2004A, still as ULQ2003A and
ULQ2004A, designed for numerous logic input levels.
The UNL2003A is to boot identical because the
ULN2001A (4 inputs) and additionally the
ULN2801A, ULN2802A, ULN2803A, ULN2804A
and ULN2805A, exclusively differing in logic input
levels (TTL, CMOS, PMOS) and vary of in/outputs
(4/7/8). The ULN2003 is known for its high-current,
high-voltage capability. The driver is paralleled to
even higher current output. Even any, stacking one
chip on prime of another, every electrically and
physically, has been done. Sometimes it's going to be
used for interfacing with a stepper motor, where the
motor wants high ratings that cannot be provided by
different interfacing devices [7].

Figure (2) ULN2003A transistors
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LM016L ( Display unit): The most commonly used
Character based LCDs are supported controller or
completely different that are compatible, special stuff
and tricks you will be ready to do with these easy
wanting LCDs which could provide a brand new Look
to your application. The most commonly used LCDs
found at intervals the market recently are one Line, 2
Line or four Line LCDs that have only 1 controller
and support at the foremost of eighty characters,
whereas LCDs supporting over eighty characters
produce use of 2 controllers. Most LCDs with one
controller has fourteen Pins and LCDs with 2
controller has sixteen Pins (two pins are extra in every
for back-light diode connections). Pin description is
shown at intervals the table below [8].

Figure (3) LM016L Display unit
2N2222A Transistor: The 2N2222 is also a typical
NPN bipolar junction transistor (BJT) used for
general purpose low-power amplifying or switching
applications. It designed for low to medium current,
low power, medium voltage, and will operate at
moderately high speeds. It fully was originally
created inside the TO-18 metal. The 2N2222 is taken
into consideration a lawfully common electronic
transistor, Associate in Nursing is used as Associate
in nursing examples of Associate in Nursing NPN
electronic transistor. It‟s oftentimes used as a smallsignal electronic transistor, and it remains a little
general purpose electronic transistor putt up with
quality [9].

Figure (4) 2N2222A Transistor
Buzzer: A buzzer or electronic device is Associate in
nursing audio signaling device, which can be
mechanical, mechanical device, or electricity (piezo
for short). Typical uses of buzzers and beepers
embrace alarm devices, timers, and confirmation of
user input like a click or keystroke.
An electricity part is also driven by Associate in
Nursing periodical electronic circuit or alternative
audio signal supply, driven with an electricity
amplifier. Sounds normally accustomed indicate that
a button has been ironed area unit a click, a hoop or a
beep.
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An electricity buzzer/beeper additionally depends on
acoustic cavity resonance or Hermann Ludwig
Ferdinand von Helmholtz resonance to supply
Associate in Nursing loud beep [10].
Data Bus: In pc, a knowledge bus may be a cluster of
electrical wires wont to send information (data) back
and forth between 2 or a lot of elements. The Intel
processor within the current line of Macs, as an
example, uses a 64-bit information bus to attach the
processor to its memory. A data bus has many
various process characteristics; however one amongst
the foremost necessary is its dimension. The
dimension of a knowledge bus refers to the quantity
of bits (electrical wires) that frame the bus. Common
information bus widths embody 1-, 4-, 8-, 16-, 32-,
and 64-bit.
Proteus simulation program: The Proteus style Suite
may be a proprietary package tool suite used
primarily for electronic style automation. The
package is employed primarily by electronic style
engineers and technicians to form schematics and
electronic prints for producing computer circuit
boards.
The Proteus style Suite is altogether
distinctive in providing the power to co-simulate each
high and low-level micro-controller code within the
context of a mixed-mode SPICE circuit simulation.
With this Virtual System Modeling facility, you'll be
able to remodel your product style cycle, reaping
Brooding again rewards in terms of reduced time to
plug and lower prices of development [11].

Figure (5) Simulation Nurse Call System via proteus
The Figure 4, 5 illustrates the final design to simulate
the Nurse Call System which contains all the
components and elements described in detail in
methodology.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we will present a simulation model for
the nurse call system using proteus simulation
program. Display all the conditions provided by nurse
call system. In the beginning, we insert the file of the
project in the proteus, the designed circuit will appear
and be ready for apply.
The modeling circuit consists of two main parts: in the
left side of the figure ( left of data cable ) is a two
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room patient circuit which consists of Three buttons
(call – reset – slave (jack socket)).
Microcontroller (ATMEGA 32). Every room has over
door lamp has two lights (Red, and green flash light ),
These lights illuminate in two ways, Either Fast Red
Flashing and this is in case of emergency, Or Steady
Flashing Red in normal call mode and this is slower
than the first case. In the right side of the figure is
nurse circuit which consists of Two buttons (show
staff – accept call). Microcontroller (ATMEGA 32).
The display unit (LM016L). Alarm unit (buzzer). PC
(Computer).
The Nurse Unit consists of a display unit with a
buzzer, and computer showing all details of the
system (call time, accepting time, and reset time).
When turning on the system by pressing the play
button in the proteus program screen will appear with
text (Nurse Call System) in the PC monitor as shown
in the figure below.

Figure (9) virtual terminal screen showing the
report in pc after the call
Figures present the same upper case for Room No 2 :

a

b

Figure (10 a- b) same upper case for Room No 2
The Steady Flashing simulation is shown in Figure
11in the left it‟s flashing, right one not flashing.

Figure (6) turn on nurse call system simulation
Normal case: When patient press the button, the
patient's room number will appear on the display unit
with alarm tune and Steady Flashing Red as shown in
the figure below for room No 1:

Figure (7) Nurse Call System Proteus (normal case)
when call accepted by a nurse as shown in Figure 8:

Figure (8) Call accepted by a nurse
The virtual terminal screen shows the report in pc
after the call, accepted and reset time from the patient
room as shows
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Figure (11) Steady Flashing simulation
More than one call case in case that more than one
room call ( Room 1 and Room 2 ) shown

Figure (12) that more than one room call
Figures 13 shows that the priority for accepting and
accessing the first call in this normal case. The first
call comes from room No 1, and for that accepted first
:
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The virtual terminal screen shows the report in PC
after an emergency call

Figure (17) Emergency call in virtual terminal screen
Figure (13) showed that the priority for accepting and
accessing the first call

Figures show emergency call case but in room No 2:

The virtual terminal screen shows the report in pc
after the call, accepted and reset time in case of more
than one call

Figure (18) Emergency call for room No 2
Figure (14) virtual terminal screen accepted and
reset time in case of more than one call
Figures 15 present same last case (more than one call)
but the first call comes from room No 2

Emergency call and normal call case: this case when
emergency call and normal call appear in nurse
display unit as shown below:

Figure (19) Emergency call and normal call case
The priority will be for the emergency call, and that
appear in the virtual terminal screen as shows in
Figure 20:

Figure (15) same upper case for Room No 2 is first
Emergency call case: Emergency call happens when the
patients press on call and reset button together, it
appears in the display unit as shown in Figure 16:

Figure (16) Emergency call
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Figure (20) virtual terminal showed the priority
for the emergency call
Several cases in the virtual terminal screen:

Figure (21) virtual terminal several cases in the
virtual terminal screen
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IV. CONCLUSION
The designed system is a multiprocessor distributed
system composed of a central device destinated to the
nurse room with two digit display and a number of
devices for the patients‟ rooms. Each of the devices is
built around an ATmega8 microcontroller via Proteus
simulation program. In This paper, examined the
importance of this system and explained in practical
terms how to create and design this system by
simulation. Similarly, provided a comprehensive
explanation of the components of the system, its
design, and its work.
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